A Must-Attend Exhibition for the Complete Aluminium Industry Chain

ALUMINIUM CHINA is Asia’s leading sourcing, learning, networking and branding platform for the complete aluminium industry chain covering raw materials, semi-finished and finished products for multiple aluminium application industries, alongside with related processing machinery, accessories, auxiliary materials and consumables. It is a powerful platform to strengthen the brand influence, meet high-quality buyers and expand international business over Asian aluminium industry.

ALUMINIUM CHINA 2020 aims to present the up-to-date market trends by showcasing the industry’s new technology and innovation, help you drive business growth by bringing you qualified buyers in China and around Asia with brand new visiting experience and upgraded matchmaking service. The exhibition creates a dual knowledge and business exchange hub for enterprises to connect with the industry professionals and end users from principle aluminium application field, make discussions with industry players concerning different hot topics.

Meanwhile, to maximize the leverage in automotive industry, for the first time ALUMINIUM CHINA 2020 will be collocated with AMTS which is one of the largest automotive manufacturing technology and material shows in China, providing you with more business opportunities.

ALUMINIUM CHINA & AMTS 2020 Exhibition Forecast

- 1400+ Exhibitors
- 100,000+ Trade Visitors
- 300+ Delegations
- 270,000+ m² Exhibition Area

Main Scope of Exhibits

- Aluminium and aluminium alloy raw materials
- Aluminium semi-finished and Semi-synthetic product (e.g. aluminium profile, sheet, plate, foil, aluminium-plastic composite, casting)
- Aluminium deep processing products for special applications (used in construction, transportation, machinery, packaging and electronics)
- Primary aluminium processing equipment
- Extrusion and rolling equipment
- Testing equipment
- Auxiliary material and other equipment
- Heat processing equipment
- Surface treatment equipment
- Aluminium deep processing equipment
- Environmental protection and energy saving equipment, etc.

Buyers Profile

- Aluminium material (e.g. ingot, pipe, wire and bar) manufacturer
- Aluminium processing fabricator (profile, sheet, plate, foil, die castings, etc.)
- Trader and distributor
- Transportation: auto-parts maker, OEM, railway and aerospace manufacturer
- Packaging fabricator
- Consumer electronics fabricator
- Construction: door, window, curtain, wall, home decoration, real estate development or construction engineering, formwork fabricator/manufacturer
- Mechanical manufacturer
- Other aluminium application industry

Face to face meeting with 1210+ *Diamond VIP buyers

Partial Exhibitors from Previous Editions
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* A Diamond VIP is a senior corporate executive or high level professional within the industry who visits ALUMINIUM CHINA 2019 with definite purchasing intent or a pre-defined procurement plan.

For Exhibiting and Visiting Inquiries:
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diana.wang@reedexpo.com.cn
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